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Monobehavior Game Loop Functions 

Awake 
Called before start and update.  Variables initialized here usually. 
 

Start 
Called after awake but before the first Update- only used once per object.  Good place to set up 
references to other objects.  Is used for anything that only needs to happen once. 
 

Update 
Called once per frame so used for anything that needs to happen every frame rather than once 
(checking for user input, update positions that are moving, etc.).  Remove anything not being used 
because otherwise it will keep being called and decrease performance slightly. 
 

InvokeRepeating 
Calls a function repeatedly at a certain interval (example would be a gun that is only supposed to shoot 
every 5 seconds instead of constantly).  The downside is you cannot stop individual ones per object, all 
InvokeRepeating’s are stopped at the same time.  If you have some you want to stop individually see the 
next function (Coroutines). 
Example: 
Void Start() 
{ 
 InvokeRepeating(“FireGun”, 0.001f, 5f); 
} 
The first number 0.001f means it will start right away- don’t use 0 or it will cause a bug.  The second 
number is how often it repeats- in this case 5f or 4 seconds. 
 
Coroutines 
Runs for more than one frame, can wait between lines of code using StartCoroutine and StopCoroutine.  
Can stop individually unlike InvokeRepeating. Same example as above: 
IEnumerator FireGunCoroutine() 
{ 
 while (true) 
 { 
  FireGun(); 
  Yield return new WaitForSeconds(5.0f); 

} 
} 
This would be started in start- for example: Void Start() 
{  

StartCoroutine(FireGunCoroutine()); 
} 
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OnEnable and OnDisable 
Used to enable or disable a script.  Only used for Awake, Start, Update. 
 
OnCollisionEnter, OnCollisionStay, OnCollisionExit- called when a rigid body collides with something. 
 
OnTriggerEnter, OnTriggerstay, OnTriggerExit- called when something enters a trigger like an object 
enters a certain area (not collider). 
 
FixedUpdate 
Called at a fixed interval (doesn’t vary with frame rate).  Used with physicals functions like applying 
forces. 
 
LateUpdate 
Called after update but before next frame.  Used for code that needs to execute after update.  For 
example update players position in update then update camera position in LateUpdate after Update has 
been done. 
 
OnApplicationQuit 
Called before the application quits- used for things like game saves. 
 
OnApplicationPause 
Called when application is paused or unpaused. 
 
OnDestroy 
Called right before an object is destroyed.  Can used to play particle effect when something is destroyed 
or add points to player. 
 
 


